A Leader in Protecting Freshness

As a global leader in liquid packaging board, Evergreen Packaging has superior extrusion capabilities and understands how to design board and paper barriers to perform well within a wide range of food applications. From quick serve restaurant environments to the retail freezer case to the oven, we have options to protect product freshness. Sentinel paper and paperboard can be converted into a variety of formats including cups, trays, plates, ovenable board, cartons, flexible packaging and box liners, as well as a wide range of other formats. Beyond its versatility, the Sentinel line offers outstanding runnability and converting performance for food processors. In addition, the products offer excellent print capabilities for both retail and food service brands.

A Reliable Partner

Our goal is to provide the quality and dependable supply you need and expect. In the US, our two paperboard mills and three extrusion facilities offer full service for a broad range of product and shelf life needs. Our commitment to manufacturing excellence is reflected in the quality of the paper and paperboard products we deliver, and our dedicated customer focus results in a superior level of service to help you meet your business goals.
Sustainable Forestry: Our Commitment to the Future

On the surface, our business at Evergreen Packaging seems simple: we convert trees, a renewable material, into paper and paperboard. But our products are used to make fiber-based products like cartons, cups, and flexible packaging. And the process to create those products involves multiple businesses in multiple communities. Because we’re an integral part of so many homes and communities, we take our commitment to sustainability seriously, from the forest through our entire manufacturing chain.

At the core of our business is the need for a reliable wood supply. Promoting a sustainable source of wood is vital to the future of our company and the communities in which we do business. That’s why we’re committed to helping landowners and promoting responsible forest management.

OUR WOOD FIBERS COME FROM FORESTS WHERE:
- Responsible practices are used
- Growth exceeds use
- Worker safety is a priority
- Environmental impacts are minimized

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING: PROTECTING BRANDS
How Evergreen Packaging supports your fiber sourcing goals

CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS    EVERGREEN DELIVERS
ASSURANCE                  • Annual 3rd party audits
TRACEABILITY              • Understanding supply chains
LEGAL PROCUREMENT        • Documenting origin of wood
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
COMMUNICATING COMMITMENT  • Risk assessments of wood supply

Building STRONG BRANDS begins with responsible sourcing. Choose EVERGREEN PACKAGING paper and paperboard.

For more information, consult with your Evergreen Packaging sales professional or call 1-866-575-4250.

www.EvergreenPackaging.com
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